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Abstract. Currently, most requirements documents are prepared using desktop text editors. These documents are intended to be used by human readers. In this paper, we discuss the use of semantic annotations in requirements documents, in order to make information regarding links between requirements and other software artifacts, such as other requirements, use cases, classes and test cases, interpretable by computers. To do that, we extend a semantic document management platform to the requirements domain, and explore the conceptualization established by the Software Requirements Reference Ontology in order to provide features to support some activities of the Requirement Engineering Process, namely: prioritizing requirements, analyzing impacts from requirements changes, tracing requirements through traceability matrices, and verifying requirements using checklists.
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1 Introduction

Documents are the dominating format for knowledge communication and storage, and they tend to continue to be for the foreseeable future [1]. Documents provide a rich resource that describes what organizations know about their processes, application domains and products. According Uren et al. [2], documents account for 80-85% of the information stored by many companies.

Document repositories generally are large, and the demand for efficient search and retrieval techniques increases insofar the amount of documents increases. Efficient document management is an important part of the knowledge management strategy in an organization, mainly in the case of software development. However, most knowledge in electronic documents is available only for human interpretation and not for computer systems. This makes tasks related to indexing and retrieving knowledge items complex.

In the Semantic Web community, researchers advocate that ontology-based metadata can be added into the web content so that this content becomes available for machine interpretation [3, 4]. By adding ontology-based annotations into web con-
tents, it is possible to enrich these contents, and to allow semantic computing of them [3]. The act of adding ontology-based metadata into syntactic information resources making them semantic information resources is named semantic annotation. Ontologies play an important role in semantic annotation, because they provide a basis for capturing the intended meaning of a portion of shared knowledge.

The semantic annotation approach can also be used in documents generated by desktop tools, such as Open Office Writer or Microsoft Word. This is an important finding because, despite the advances on electronic documentation, desktop text editors are still the most used solution for documenting software development [5, 6].

Several tools have been developed intending to support semantic annotation. The Infrastructure for Managing Semantic Documents (IMSD) [7], AktiveDoc [8], PDFTab [9], SemanticWord [10] and KIM [11] are some examples. These tools use domain ontologies for semantically annotating documents, and provides a set of general features for managing semantic documents, such as features for annotating, storing, indexing and retrieving documents.

Despite these tools can be used in different domains, only general features are provided, not taking advantage of the particularities of the domain conceptualization. However, in order to provide a more effective support to domain tasks, we advocate that it is useful to explore the specific conceptualization provided by the ontology. In other words, it is useful to explore the ontology elements (concepts, relations and properties), and use them to develop domain-specific functionalities. We achieve this conclusion by applying IMSD in the software requirements domain [12]. As a consequence of this study, we glimpsed an opportunity to extend IMSD to provide specific features supporting the Requirements Engineering (RE) process.

Requirements documents register and formalize the results of the RE process, being the basis for several subsequent activities in the software process, such as design, coding, testing, and maintenance [13, 14]. Thus, we decided to extend IMSD, introducing requirements-specific features, giving rise to IMSD-Req. Using the facilities provided by IMSD, IMSD-Req introduces new features for: (i) supporting requirements change impact analysis; (ii) evaluating consistency of requirement priorities, (iii) generating traceability matrices; and (iv) verifying requirements using checklists.

In this paper we present IMSD-Req, and discuss how it supports requirements prioritization, requirements management and requirements verification. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 regards the theoretical background of the paper, discussing briefly Semantic Documentation, ISDM, and its initial use to support the RE process. Section 3 presents ISDM-Req and its features. Section 4 discusses related works. Finally, Section 5 presents our conclusions and future work.

2 Semantic Documentation

In the context of the Semantic Web, in order to make Web content available to computer systems, metadata are added to Web information resources [3]. In general, metadata concern “data about data”. Metadata are used as a mechanism for expressing the semantics of information, in order to facilitate information seeking, retrieval, un-
derstanding, and use [4]. Semantic annotation is about assigning to the entities in the text links the corresponding semantic descriptions using metadata [15].

Since the notion of semantic annotation has arisen in the Semantic Web community, usually it is associated with the act of annotating Web resources with metadata. However, its applicability goes beyond the Web Semantic context and can also be applied to documents generated using desktop text editors, like MS Word or Open Office Writer [2, 7, 16]. By adding semantic annotations to desktop documents, we can reach “intelligent” documents. In sum, a semantic document knows about its own content so that automated processes can know what to do with it [2].

Both in Semantic Web and in Semantic Documents, we need shared representations of knowledge to establish the basic vocabulary from which metadata statements can be asserted [4]. Since ontologies aim at capturing the intended meaning of a portion of shared knowledge, many researchers defend their use to semantically annotate information resources (web pages or desktop documents) [2, 3, 4, 9]. Semantic documents aim at combining documents and ontologies, and allowing users to access their knowledge in multiple ways. The ultimate goal of semantic documents is not merely to provide metadata for documents, but to integrate documentation and knowledge representation in a way that they use a common structure [9]. Based on domain ontologies, semantic annotations can be added to documents. Once annotated, we can extract knowledge and link contents from different documents according to the shared ontology. Merging the content extracted from several documents, we are able to achieve a more holistic view of the knowledge available in the organization [7].

However, the successful use of semantic documents strongly depends on the cost and effort expended to manipulate them, since document authors cannot daily suffer with the overhead associated with annotating them. Thus, it is necessary to provide tools to reduce the effort needed to create the document contents and to semantically annotate them [2, 10]. Several tools have been developed intending to support semantic document management [7,8,9,10,11]. As discussed in the Introduction of this paper, this work uses the Infrastructure for Managing Semantic Document (IMSD) [7].

IMSD [7] supports creating document templates with semantic annotations. It uses Subversion, a version control system, to store the semantic documents and the content extracted from them (in RDF format). In addition to the Semantic Document Repository, IMSD has three main modules [7]:

- **Semantic Annotation Module (SAM):** responsible for allowing users to semantically enrich document templates written in the ODF format (Open Office). The annotations should be based on ontologies codified in OWL. The documents instantiated from an annotated template keep the annotations inserted in the last.
- **Data Extraction and Versioning Module (DEVM):** responsible for extracting the content from a semantic document whenever a new version of it is checked in the Semantic Document Repository (a Subversion repository). After extraction, the semantic content of the new version is stored in OWL in another repository, the so called Data Repository, which is also part of DEVM.
- **Search and Traceability Interface Module (STIM):** responsible for providing features that allows performing ontology-based queries in SPARQL in the Data Repository of DEVM.
IMSD was initially applied for supporting the Requirements Engineering (RE) process of seven projects developed in NEMO (Ontology and Conceptual Modeling Research Group) [12]. NEMO follows a classical RE process, including activities for requirements elicitation, analysis (conceptual modeling), documentation, verification and validation. In parallel, activities of requirements management are accomplished. Two types of documents are used for documenting requirements: Requirements Document and Requirements Specification. The first is directed to clients and users, and captures user requirements. It is written in natural language, following rules defined for writing requirements statements. The second details the user requirements into system requirements, and serves as basis for further development. It is mainly composed by models (use case diagrams, class diagrams, state diagrams, among others), although there are also textual parts, especially the ones related to use case and class descriptions [12].

A striking feature of IMSD for supporting the RE process is the fact that annotations are added into document templates that, when instantiated, give rise to semantic documents. This is an important feature for the RE process, because the use of templates is pointed out as a practice that contributes to the success of a software project [13, 14, 17]. The use of templates is fundamental to ensure homogeneity and to avoid omission of relevant information related to requirements [14, 18]. Moreover, once annotated the document templates, the corresponding requirements documents prepared using these templates are also annotated, diluting the efforts spent in the annotation process among the various documents that are prepared using them.

Although IMSD was considered useful, some improvement opportunities were identified by the developers that used it, especially concerning some RE activities. These improvement opportunities motivated us to extend IMSD by developing requirements-specific features, giving rise to IMSD-Req.

3 Extending IMSD to support the RE Process

From the preliminary evaluation of IMSD in the RE domain [12], we identified, among others, the following improvement opportunities:

IO1. As the amount of documents and requirements increase, it becomes more difficult to analyze the impact of a requirement change using the general functionalities provided by IMSD. Even though IMSD has information available to help this analysis, it is not easy to use them, since the general features provided are not properly adjusted for this purpose, requiring making several SPARQL queries to the Data Repository.

IO2. IMSD has enough information for generating traceability matrices, but it was not possible to automatically generate them. Traceability matrices should be manually produced by the requirements engineer, using as basis the answers to several SPARQL queries. The requirements engineer has to define the SPARQL queries in the Search and Traceability Interface Module (STIM), submits them to Data Repository, and gets the answers, in a tiresome and error-prone process.
In several projects, requirements engineers have had difficulties in prioritizing requirements. Requirements depend on others and, many times, those relations are not properly considered during priority establishment, leading to inconsistencies. For example, it was common to find high priority requirements depending on low priority requirements.

Again, to perform requirements verification, it was necessary to elaborate complex SPARQL queries via STIM. Moreover, IMSD did not store the SPARQL queries, requiring the requirements engineer to enter the questions via STIM every time he/she wants to verify the requirements.

Based on the improvement opportunities identified, IMSD was extended to provide requirements-specific features, giving rise to IMSD-Req. Our premise is that IMSD-Req can better support the RE process by exploring the conceptualization provided by the Software Requirements Reference Ontology (SRRO). Following, we present the fragment of SRRO that is used in this paper.

3.1 Software Requirements Reference Ontology

Figure 1 shows a fragment of the conceptual model of the current version of SRRO written in OntoUML [19], a UML profile that enables modelers to make finer-grained modeling distinctions between different types of classes and relations according to some ontological distinctions put forth by the Unified Foundational Ontology [19]. This version extends the version presented in [20] by including some properties of requirements, and integrating this ontology with the Reference Ontology on Software Testing (ROoST) [21].

![Fig. 1. A fragment of the Software Requirements Ontology](image-url)
As shown in Figure 1, requirements, use cases, classes and documents are artifacts produced in the context of a software project. Artifacts can be composed by other artifacts. A Requirements Document (or Requirements Definition Document) contains a list of requirements written in a way that is easy for customers to understand [22], and thus the following axiom holds: if an artifact \(a\) is part of a requirements document \(rd\), then \(a\) should be a requirement: \(\forall a: \text{Artifact}, rd: \text{RequirementsDocument} (\text{partOf}(a, rd) \rightarrow \text{requirement}(a))\). A Requirements Specification, in turn, restates the requirements definition in technical terms appropriate for developers [22]. It typically contains several diagrams, including use case and class diagrams, as well as descriptions of use cases and entity types. Other sub-kinds of documents considered in this work are Design Specifications and Test Cases.

Requirements are features of the system or descriptions of things that the system should be capable of doing in order to fulfill its purpose [22]. Usually, requirements are classified in three main categories: functional, non functional and domain requirements [13, 14, 18, 22]. Functional requirements are statements of services or functions that the system must provide, describing how the system must behave given certain stimuli [18, 22]. Non-functional requirements describe constraints on the functions offered by the system, and overall properties that the system must present [13, 18], and that limit the options for designing a solution to the problem [22]. Finally, domain requirements, also referred as business rules, are derived from the application domain or from the business being supported by the system. They reflect domain or business characteristics and constraints [18].

Requirements must be uniquely identified in order to be referred and traced during requirements management. They are typically written as sentences in structured natural language. Moreover, requirements must be prioritized, in order to establish their relative importance when compared to other requirements [13, 14, 18]. Concerning priority establishment, the following axiom holds: if a requirement \(r2\) depends on another requirement \(r1\), with priority \(p1\), then the priority \(p2\) of \(r2\) should be less than or equal to \(p1\): \(\forall (r1, r2: \text{Requirement}) (\text{priority}(p1, r1) \land \text{priority}(p2, r2) \land \text{dependsOn}(r2, r1) \rightarrow p1 \geq p2)\).

A use case describes a set of actions performed by the system (or by means of interacting with it) that yields an observable result that is typically of value for one or more actors of the system [23]. Use cases are typically defined to address functional requirements. However, they also take domain and non-functional requirements that apply to a specific functionality into account.

When the structure of the system is being conceptually modeled, entity types are represented in a conceptual schema in order to describe domain concepts [23]. Entity types are referred in use cases, since use cases deal with these concepts. Class is a sub-kind of entity type.

Finally, test cases are defined to test the system or small parts of it, including requirements, use cases and classes. A test case aims at testing a portion of code (code to be tested), and specifies the test case inputs and the expected result (see [21] for details concerning the testing domain).

Artifacts can depend on other artifacts. More specifically requirement can depend on other requirements. Use cases depend on the requirements that they address: \(\forall (r:
**Requirement, uc: UseCase** \((\text{addresses}(uc, r) \rightarrow \text{dependsOn}(uc, r))\). And requirement test cases depend on the requirements for which they are defined to test: \(\forall (r: \text{Requirement}, rtc: \text{RequirementTestCase}) (\text{definedToTest}(rtc, r) \rightarrow \text{dependsOn}(rtc, r))\).

The “depends-on” relation is transitive: \(\forall (a_1, a_2, a_3: \text{Artifact}) (\text{dependsOn}(a_3, a_2) \land \text{dependsOn}(a_2, a_1) \rightarrow \text{dependsOn}(a_3, a_1))\). The “required-by” relation is the inverse of “depends-on”: \(\forall (a_1, a_2: \text{Artifact}) (\text{dependsOn}(a_2, a_1) \rightarrow \text{requiredBy}(a_1, a_2))\). Moreover, if an artifact is composed by other artifacts, then it also depends on them: \(\forall (a_1, a_2: \text{Artifact}) (\text{partOf}(a_2, a_1) \rightarrow \text{dependsOn}(a_1, a_2))\). For instance, if a requirement document \(rd\) is part of the requirements document \(r\), then \(rd\) depends on \(r\).

Considering the transitivity property of the “depends on” relationship, we can establish indirectly dependency relationships between requirements and other artifacts. Since classes and use case test cases depend on the use cases that they refer to, they also depends on the corresponding requirements. This also applies to class test cases, which depends on the classes to which they are defined to test.

**SRRO** is a reference domain ontology, i.e. a domain ontology constructed with the goal of making a clear and precise description of domain entities for the purposes of communication, learning and problem-solving [24]. A reference ontology is a special kind of conceptual model, representing a consensual model within a community. From the conceptual model of SRRO shown in Figure 1, we designed and coded an operational ontology in OWL, which is in fact used to semantically annotate requirements documents in IMSD-Req.

### 3.2 Domain-specific features of IMSD-Req

In order to address the improvement opportunities (IOs) pointed out in the beginning of this section, ISDM-Req relies on the conceptualization provided by SRRO. Templates for the four sub-types of Document shown in Figure 1 were developed. These templates were semantically annotated with SRRO concepts, relations and properties.

Concerning IO1 (analyzing impacts from changes in requirements), ISDM-Req provides a functionality to support visualizing the impact from a change in a given requirement, based on the “depends on” relationship and the axioms related to it, described in the previous subsection. Figure 2 illustrates this feature.

Based on the requirement id informed by the user, a list of the documents that are impacted by a change in the corresponding requirement is presented. Moreover, two change impact analysis trees are presented: the one on the left concerns with vertical traceability, while the other, on the right, regards horizontal traceability. In the vertical impact analysis tree, artifacts that are directly and indirectly related to the requirement are presented. Directly related artifacts are: use cases and requirement test cases. Indirectly related artifacts are: classes, class test cases and use case test cases. As described by SRRO, classes and use case test cases are related to use cases, which in turn are related to requirements; and class test cases are related to classes.

To address IO2 (automatically generating traceability matrices), we again explored the “depends on” relationship and related axioms to generate several types of traceability matrices. Requirements x Requirements traceability matrices can be generated for allowing horizontal traceability. Vertical traceability is contemplated by three
types of traceability matrices: Requirements x Use Cases, Requirements x Classes, and Requirements x Test Cases matrices. Figure 3 shows a Requirements x Use Cases traceability matrix.

To address IO3 (requirements prioritization), we developed a functionality that allows users to prioritize requirements taking the priorities of dependent requirements into account. The SRRO axiom constraining how priorities can be established on requirements were enforced. Figure 4 illustrates this functionality. In this example, when the requirements engineer is establishing the priority of the functional requirement FR01, IMSD-Req retrieves the requirements that depend on it (FR01 is required by FR04, FR05, FR06, and FR07), as well as their priorities. In this case, the requirements engineer established a Medium priority to FR01, but one of the four dependent requirements has a High priority. Then a message is presented, and the invalid priority values
for this requirements are shown in red (Low and Medium), warning him/her that only a High priority is valid.

![Functional Requirements](image)

**Fig. 4.** Supporting Requirements Prioritization

Finally, for treating IO4 (support requirements verification), we developed a functionality for grouping and storing the SPARQL queries to be used in checklists. First, the queries should be defined to be used in the checklists. Once defined the queries, these questions can be used to compose several checklists. Thus, we developed features for both creating the checklist items (the queries) and grouping them in checklists. Figure 5 shows a checklist for verifying Requirements Definition Documents.

When this checklist is applied, if there is no problem in a specific item (e.g., all use cases are implemented by a class), the result is just an informative message. On the other hand, when there are requirements with problems (e.g., requirements without priority established), the corresponding ids are listed.

4 **Related Work**

As discussed in the Introduction of this paper, many works, such as [7, 8, 9, 10, 11], have been done intending to support the semantic annotation process, providing also general functionalities to retrieve, index and store semantic desktop documents. However, at the best of our knowledge, none of them, except IMSD [7], was applied to support Requirements Engineering (RE). For a general comparison between IMSD and some of these other tools, see [7].

Regarding semantic documentation in RE, most works uses semantic wikis. In general, lots of researchers committed themselves to enhancing wiki capabilities to support RE [25]. In particular, semantic wiki has already proven to be a useful platform for RE [26]. Thus, in this section, we briefly discuss some works that use semantic wikis for supporting RE, namely: WikiReq [27], SOP Wiki [28], ReqWiki [29], and SoftWiki [30]. We should highlight that the first three (WikiReq, SOP Wiki and ReqWiki) are based on the Semantic Mediawiki (SMW) platform [31], and use an extension of it called Semantic Forms, that allows for the creation of forms to add and edit pages that contain templates that themselves hold semantic data. The last is based on OntoWiki [32]. Thus, all of the RE-specific semantic wikis extend general purpose semantic wikis for supporting RE.
WikiReq [27] has been developed in order to support stakeholders in acquiring requirements in terms of the concepts defined by Si*, a goal-oriented language. These concepts are: actors, goals, sub-goals, tasks and resources. First, requirements are acquired by means of a set of pre-defined forms, built using the SMW Semantic Forms. Using the annotations incorporated in the Semantic Forms, requirements can be automatically transformed into graphs that can be used by the developers as a basic input in order to define a formalized version of a requirements specification. Another feature of WikiReq is to allow debating about requirements in a specific tab page.

In SOP Wiki [28], users can add properties to pages and define typed links between them. A striking feature of SOP Wiki is the ability to export wiki content (e.g., requirements) to Open Office documents.

ReqWiki [29] extends the SMW platform by means of an ontology and Natural Language Processing (NLP) services. ReqWiki is targeted for use case-driven re-
quiriments engineering. Thus, its ontology includes concepts such as actors, goals, use cases, test cases, features, as well as the relationships between them. Semantic Forms are used to add content to the wiki, automatically annotating requirements specifications with elements of the ontology. Using the semantic metadata, in-line queries can also be inserted in wiki pages. The NLP services include services for: (i) finding spelling and grammatical mistakes; (ii) detecting SRS defects, such as weak phrases in a requirement description; (iii) creating a back-of-the-book style index of the wiki content and storing it in the wiki as a page; (iv) automatically extracting named entities, such as persons, organizations or locations.

SoftWiki [30] extends OntoWiki to support requirements engineering according to an ontology for requirements engineering, called SWORE. SWORE defines core concepts of requirement engineering, and the way they are interrelated. For instance, SWORE defines types of relationships between requirements such as details, conflicts, and depends on. Each requirement gets its own URI making it a unique instance on the semantic web. Then, it is linked to other resources using semantic web standards such as RDF and OWL.

IMSD-Req shares several characteristics of the aforementioned wikis. First, IMSD provides a feature for semantically annotating document templates that are similar to Semantic Forms in the SMW platform, in the sense that efforts for annotating a Semantic Form in SMW or a template in IMSD are taken only once. Then, several semantic documents can be produced, as the form/template is filled.

ISMD-Req, ReqWiki and SoftWiki use ontologies for the requirements domain to semantically annotate documents. The underlying ontologies include several common concepts and relations, such as requirement, document, use case, and dependency relationships. Moreover, ontology-based reasoning facilities are available both in ISMD-Req and ReqWiki.

On the other hand, ISMD-Req has two striking features when compared to the aforementioned wikis. First, it deals with desktop semantic documents, instead of semantic wikis. Both desktop documents and wikis provide support for structuring requirements in sections, and are also applicable in other development phases. However, wikis also provide support for collaboration, and support versioning and baselining of requirements [25]. IMSD-Req addresses collaboration only partially, and thus this is a weakness when comparing ISMD-Req with semantic wikis. Since IMSD-Req is integrated to the control version system Subversion, it allows controlling requirement versions and baselines, and allows requirements engineers to edit requirements documents in parallel. Moreover, we should take into account that desktop documents are still the dominant format used by software organizations for documenting software development [5, 6]. Thus, it is important to provide facilities for handling desktop semantic requirements documents. SOP Wiki [28] recognizes the importance of desktop documents, so that it provides a feature for exporting wiki content to Open Office documents.

Another striking feature of ISMD-Req is that it explores the conceptualization established by the Software Requirements Reference Ontology to provide features to support some RE activities, namely: prioritizing requirements, analyzing impacts from requirements changes, tracing requirements through traceability matrices, and
verifying requirements using checklists. None of the aforementioned wikis do that. ReqWiki also provides some requirements-specific services, but they do not explore the conceptualization of its ontology (SWORE). They are Natural Language Processing web services.

5 Conclusion

Requirements Engineering (RE) is a critical factor for software projects to succeed [17]. Many problems that occur in software projects arise from shortcomings in the way developers gather, document, agree on, and modify software requirements [14]. In this context, it is essential to provide computational support for RE.

IMSD-Req is an alternative to provide computational support for RE, keeping organizations’ culture of using text editors for documenting requirements. It is worthwhile to point out that IMSD-Req is an alternative to requirement CASE tools, since it supports only partially the RE process. This alternative may be useful, once studies related to RE practices and CASE tools adoption, such those conducted by Hoffman and Lehner [17] and Wiegers [14], point out that the use of commercial tools sometimes has negative impacts on the RE process. Besides, in general, the acquisition cost of these tools is prohibitive, especially for small companies [28]. So it is common that companies use general-purpose tools (like text editors) to document requirements. In this sense, such companies do not need to change the way they work. Requirements documents continue to be produced using a text editor, and IMSD-Req features can be used in a complementary way.

IMSD-Req extends IMSD [7], a general propose semantic document management platform, to include RE-specific features that aims at addressing improvement opportunities identified during the use of IMSD for supporting a RE process [12]. For addressing these improvement opportunities, IMSD-Req explores the conceptualization provided by the Software Requirements Reference Ontology, in order to provide features for supporting requirements change impact analysis, evaluating consistency of requirement priorities, generating traceability matrices, and verifying requirements using checklists.

IMSD-Req was used in a pilot project developed in NEMO, and the new features introduced by IMSD-Req showed to be useful. Some adjustments were also done in IMSD-Req, in order to consider the feedback given by this pilot project. We are now planning an experiment using IMSD-Req as a tool for supporting the RE process in a Requirements Engineering course for graduate students. In light of the promising results obtained so far with IMSD-Req, as a future work, we intend to extend IMSD to the software project management domain. Moreover, several features of IMSD can be improved. First, we plan to expand the elements of ODT documents that can be annotated to include also figures. Second, we intend to develop an ontology on documents, and use it to allow exploring annotations in specific parts of a document, such as title, sections, subsections and so on.
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